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4	 The Path Length Problem
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4,	 THE ASCENbS MISSION
The goal of Active Sensing of CO2 Emissions over Nights, Days,
and Seasons (ASCENDS) mission is to significantly enhance the
understanding  of the role of CO2 in the global carbon cycle.
The ational Academy of Sciences recommended in its deaadal
survey that NASA put is orbit a CO2 lidar to satisfy this long
standing treed.
Both of these difficulties can be ameliorated by lidar
techniques.
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4	 LIDAR SYSTEMS
Lidar systems present Global measurement of carbon dioxide
column with the aim of discovering and quantifying unknown
sources and sinks has been a high priority for the lost decade.
These systems have their own set of problems however.
Temperature changes in the atmosphere alter the cross
section for individual CO2 absorption features.
different atmospheric pressures encountered passing
through the atmosphere broaden the absorption lines.
Currently proposed lidars require multiple lasers operating at
multiple wavelengths simultaneously in order to untangle these
effects.
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4 SPECTROSCOPY-PRESSURE EFFECTS
PRESSURE AFFECTS DIFFERENT PARTS OF
AN ABSORPTION LINE DIFFERENTLY
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4 Schematic of one channel of the FP radiometer:
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There are CO2
absorption lines
located at
1571.7,
1572.0,
15723,
1572.65,
and 1573.0 nm
that will absorb
light from this
transmitter.
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A ConclusionsI
-Innovative active system using
	 anted source technology
development- will enable precise daytime  or nighttime
measurements of column CO2
Directly responds to NRC DS ASCENDS mission
Number of lasers is reduced compared to competing
technologies which reduces the complexity of sensor and thus
the cost and risk of failure,
b Knowledge gained from eviously developed passive sensor
decreases the risk and cost of the present lidar system
development
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Conclusions
-t)eveloped 2.0 micronr
and will compare performance
choose optimal approach r
begunt of approach that
array detectors instead of APD. This approach
will have lower
design of the detector optical train.
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